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AS THE OLDEST OF FOUR children 
of Italian immigrants in North Denver, 
Vittorio Giuseppe Rocco Lombardi would 
play often at nearby Willis Case Golf 
Course—but never with golf clubs and only 
after it had snowed. 

“That was the sledding hill,” he 
remembers. “When I was a kid, golf never 
registered. It was too slow.”

Vittorio anglicized into “Vic,” and team 
sports represented a way to assimilate. He 
learned English from his coaches. For street 
cred, he briefly claimed Vince Lombardi as 

his grandfather. He was a ball boy for the 
Nuggets. He played football, basketball and 
soccer for Holy Family High School, a half-
mile west of the two-story house in which 
his parents still live. 

His golf initiation did not come until 
his senior year at the University of Notre 
Dame, the school at which he first honed the 
broadcasting chops that would eventually 
lead to 28 Emmy Awards (14 for best Sports 
Anchor) during his 18 years at Denver’s CBS4. 

The intramural jock quickly discovered 
a round of golf wasn’t a pickup game of hoops.

Vittorio
Veteran sportscaster Vic Lombardi’s move to Altitude takes his 
career—and his golf game—to new heights. BY JON RIZZI

Victorious

IN-AIR TALENT: 
Lombardi celebrates a 
birdie by flying like one.
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MANY PEOPLE STRUGGLE with being too shallow when hitting pitch or higher lofted shots around the 
green. This tendency results in bladed, thin, dropkicked, or fat shots. It’s important to understand what 
your arms, hands, and wrists are doing, but I’ve found two of the keys to improved pitching and chipping 
are your left and right foot—specifically, how they distribute your weight and help keep it forward. 

Using a Boditrak pressure mat can accurately measure how you distribute weight between your feet 
and what percentage of that weight concentrates in each foot’s heel or toe.

Player’s Corner  
LESSON

Watching Your Weight
Staying on the balls of your feet leads to better  
pitches and chips. By Larry Rinker

1. ON THE BALLS: At address, I have 70 percent 
of my weight in my front foot with 94 percent of 
that weight on the ball. My back foot bears 89 
percent of the weight in the ball. 

2. SWING SHIFT: As I swing the club back, my 
weight shifts to 55 percent in the front foot and 
45 percent in the back foot, with 99 percent 
and 95 percent still concentrated in the balls 
of each foot. 

3. STAYING DOWN: At impact, I have 74 
percent of my weight in my front foot and 
26 percent in the back foot with 96 and 98 
percent of the weight in the balls of my feet. 

The Boditrak has helped me to see and 
understand that although my weight shifts 
between feet during the swing, I consistently 
keep my weight forward throughout, with over 
90 percent of my weight staying in the balls 
of my feet. 

When my students keep their weight in 
the balls of their feet on a pitch shot, I’ve seen 
immediate, positive results, and the bottom 
of their arc is no longer too shallow or behind 
the ball.

A short-game master who made 283 cuts in 
525 starts on the PGA Tour, Larry Rinker is PGA 
Director of Instruction at both Red Sky Golf 
Academy in Wolcott (June-September) and  
The Ritz-Carlton Golf Club in Orlando (October-
May). Contact him at larryrinkergolf@gmail.com; 
407-810-7489.

3. STAYING DOWN.

1. ON THE BALLS.

2. SWING SHIFT.
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GEAR GUIDE     2016 
THIN IS IN. The design features found in bigheaded drivers of 

recent vintage have spread to the rest of the golf bag. Fairway 

metals and hybrids now have super-thin faces with variable 

thickness, all the better to yield tremendous spring-like effect and 

more forgiveness on off-center strikes. Iron heads have followed in 

the multi-material design with high-tech forging to yield thin faces. 

The hollow heads include slots for more spring and inner materials 

like tungsten weights for forgiveness and polymers to enhance feel, 

sound and confidence. The only club immune to the thinning trend 

is the flatstick. With the anchoring ban now in effect, putters weigh 

in heavier and now feature counterweighting options to promote a 

steady stroke. 

By Ted Johnson


